Facilitated Programs for Groups & Classes

Programs Available in Text & conText

Paper Marbling
Time: 45-60 minutes
Maximum participants: 15
In the 18th and 19th centuries, marbled endpapers were integral parts of fine books. Create your own beautiful paper and enjoy the meditative process of marbling with us. Tags: visual art, wellness

Monoprints
Time: 45-60 minutes
Maximum participants: 15
Most printing methods use one plate to create multiple prints. With a monoprint, each print is unique, and the process is fun even for those who feel anxious about other art techniques. Tags: visual art

Six Word Stories
Time: 45-90 minutes
Maximum participants: 20
Learn the basics of typesetting as you write, lay out, and print your own micro-short memoir or other story in just six words. Tags: interdisciplinary, communication

Simple Bookbinding
Time: 45-60 minutes
Maximum participants: 15
Book bindings range from the elaborate and decorative to the strictly utilitarian. Discover the process with a simple technique and get some inspiration for your own project. Tags: interdisciplinary

Papermaking
Time: 45-60 minutes
Maximum participants: 10
Learn how to make your own paper from recycled paper and fabric scraps. You can even add botanicals and other ingredients to personalize your creation. Tags: sustainability
Programs Available in C4C: The Workshop

**Breaking Creative Blocks**
Time: 45-60 minutes
Maximum participants: 20
We all get stuck sometimes! Try a few easy, fun creative exercises designed to help you conquer creative block. *Tags: wellness, time management*

**Make It Quick**
Time: 45-60 minutes
Maximum participants: 25
Speed is the name of the game in this workshop. Work in small teams through a series of making stations, each under ten minutes. *Tags: communication, time management, icebreaker*

**Blackout Poetry**
Time: 45-60 minutes
Maximum participants: 20
Discover the poetry hidden inside everyday texts through a process that combines the visual and the verbal. *Tags: communication, interdisciplinary*

**Creative Challenge**
Time: 45-90 minutes
Maximum participants: 30
Team up to solve a reality show-style making challenge. Creative problem solving and resourcefulness are key! *Tags: communication, teamwork, time management*